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Abstract
Identical stimuli often produce di erent outcomes (and thereby di erent
emotional responses) depending upon the context in which they are
encountered. One mechanism the brain employs to infer chances of reward or
punishment and to regulate emotional responses is to abstract ‘cognitive
contextual structures’. These contexts can be described as the set of
circumstances that help us derive situationally informed meaning from the
world. Previous studies have established the importance of the prefrontal
cortex (PFC) in rule-guided behavior, and recent studies have shown that the
amygdala, a brain structure long thought of as a key mediator of emotion,
along with the PFC, also represents abstract contextual information. In
particular, Saez et al. (2015) showed that the amygdala, ACC and OFC all
represent abstract contexts de ned by task sets; a task set is the set of CS-US
contingencies in e ect within a block of trials. The formation of a neural
representation of task set may be created if neural signals providing a memory
of a previous trial converge with neural signals representing the current trial.
Thus neural signals providing information about the previous trial may be
conceptualized as a providing a vital input to the formation of a representation
of task set. We sought to determine whether the hippocampus (HPC) or
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) might provide this input by encoding the
episodic memory of the previous trial. Alternatively, HPC and DLPFC might
explicitly already represent task sets. We have been obtaining simultaneous
electrophysiological recording from neurons in the HPC, the ACC and the
DLPFC while two rhesus monkeys utilize knowledge of task sets to select an
action that maximizes reward rate upon viewing an image. Using a linear
decoder, we have observed that all task-relevant variables, including stimulus
identity, context, planned operant action, and expected reinforcement may be
decoded in each area. However, context could in principle be decoded if
neural signals merely re ect a memory trace of the previous trial, since each
trial type appears in only one context. We are therefore determining whether
the decoding of context derives from signals that represent memory traces, a
function long associated with the HPC. Alternatively, neural representations in

these areas could re ect the linked trials within a task set. Assuming that
neural representations of context truly re ect task sets, and not merely
memory traces, a critical question concerns the extent to which these
representations are created in a parallel or serial manner across brain
structures that include HPC, DLPFC, ACC, OFC, and the amygdala.

